Where history stops, archaeology starts for Meyers. The meat of this book, what sets it apart, is his discussion of some twenty years of intermittent fieldwork, starting in 1996, to locate and delineate the roads, plazas, cemetery, property boundaries, house foundations, backyard patios of Tabi. After receiving permission to dig in some house sites, Meyers and his team used a transect method to establish equidistant sample points in selected residential blocks. Pits were then dug and the exhumed soil sifted for artifacts, mainly potsherds of earthenware, most coarse but some refined. The former were correlated with stockade-cottage plots of the peons and the latter were associated with masonry-house plots of salaried workers, principally mayacoles (field foremen). Other evidence of social distinctions included bone-species diversity and rim sherds (remnants of vessels), all more prevalent in the masonry-house plots, which were found adjacent to plazas or along main roads. To further refine his spatial model of the village plan, Meyers draws on the studies of rubbish by Hayden and Cannon, Thomas Killion, and Rani Alexander to test for soil phosphorous of organic residues of human activity. This field method facilitates the estimation of household size and the delineation of specialized areas within houselots (e.g., cooking areas and rubbish zones) where no visible surface traces remain.
Although rather specialized, this volume is highly readable and well illustrated. Students of geoarchaeology will get a good sense of how a field project in the Yucatán is developed, organized, and effectively executed over many years. They also will come to envision haciendas, at least those in late-colonial and nineteenth-century Yucatán, as integrated in a world economy of commodities and labor. Researchers considering an investigation of one of the many other haciendas in Mexico can benefit from a study of Meyer's methods for artifact and soil-chemistry sampling. If we want to better understand the full historical meaning of peonage, its diversity, and its subtle spatial expressions, this reviewer is persuaded that we need more archaeology of haciendas and their villages.
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